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Choose the correct contraction to fill in the blanks.
1. She’ll/She’s _________ be at the next meeting.
2. She’ll/She’s _________had a lot of trouble lately.
3. She’ll/She’s _________call you when she finishes washing the dishes.
4. She’d/She’s_________like to have a glass of wine. 
5. She’ll/She’s__________watching the children for me.
6. She’ll/She’s__________watch the children for me.
7. I’m/I’ll____________waiting for my friend.
8. I’m/I’ll____________wait here for my friend.
9. I’m/I’d___________better leave now.
10. I’m/I’d___________leave now if I were you.
11. I’ve/I’m__________asking the girl in my class to go to the dance with me.
12. I’m/I’ll____________see you tomorrow.
13. I’m/I’ll_____________seeing the dentist tomorrow.
14. I’m/I’ll______________to see the dentist tomorrow.
15. I’ve/I’d______________already eaten by the time my father arrived.
16. I’ve/I’d_______________eaten here every day this week.
17.You’re/You’ll____________joking!
18.Tell Amanda you’re/you’ll ____________sorry.
19.You’ll/You’re______________ be sorry you didn’t apologize.
20.Did you wish you’ll/you’d________________done your homework when you saw the test questions?
21.You’ve/You’d______________been to London many times, haven’t you?
22. It’d/It’ll___________________been a long time since I had seen Gramma.
23. It’d/It’ll_______________be a long time until I see Gramma.
24.We’ll/We’re__________working on the tax form.
25.We’ll/We’re___________be working on the tax form for at least two hours.
26.We’d/We’ve____________better hurry or we’ll/we’d_______ be late.

The Academy Awards
The Academy Awards, also known as the Oscars, is an annual presentation held by the U.S. movie 
industry. It started in 1929 and has grown into a worldwide extravaganza. Millions of people tune in each 
year to see whether their favorite movie, director or actor has won the top award. The small gold statue 
they are awarded is called an Oscar. 

During the Oscars, Hollywood is a party and paparazzi paradise. The stars turn out looking like a million 
dollars in their designer dresses and suits.

The voting for the Academy Awards is very strict and is conducted under the tightest secrecy. There are 
up to 25 categories up for grabs, and up to five nominations can be made in each. The newest award is 
for Best Animated Feature.

The winner’s name is in a sealed envelope. The moderator opens the envelope with the words, “And the 
winner is...”.

The winners of this year’s Oscars included the following:
Best Picture: The Hurt Locker
Best Actor: Jeff Bridges in Crazy Heart
Best Actress: Sandra Bullock in The Blind Side
Best Director: Kathryn Bigelow for The Hurt Locker



Match these vocabulary words and phrases from the article with their meanings

extravaganza extremely good looking

presentation closed and secured

statue a place of complete delight

looks like a million dollars adjust the TV or radio in order to receive a 
certain program

secrecy formally giving someone a gift or award

sealed come in answer to an invitation

tune in keeping things secret

paparazzi a very elaborate and expensive show or 
performance

paradise something anyone can win

turn out someone who leads a meeting or show

up for grabs photographers who take pictures of stars

moderator a sculpture of a person or animal

Discussion:
1. How many people in your group watched the Oscars last week?
2. Have you seen any of the movies that were nominated?
3. What is a good thing about going to movies?
4. What is a bad thing about going to movies?
5. Do you think people pay too much attention to the lives of movie stars?
6. Would you like to be an actor or actress?
7. Is it possible to be a movie star if you are not beautiful or handsome?
8. The movie “Slumdog Millionaire” won the Oscar for best picture last year. Have you heard of this 

movie? Have you seen this movie? Do you think it’s possible for someone from the slums to win a 
million dollars in a contest?

9. Oscars are given for documentaries as well as for regular movies. Do you enjoy documentaries? Do 
you think documentaries are a good way to get a message to people.

10.One documentary that was nominated this year was “Food, Inc”. This movie is about the food industry 
in America. Have you seen this movie? Have you seen “The Cove” which one the best documentary 
award? Have you ever seen any documentary? 

11.Are documentaries popular in your country?
12.Are many movies made in your country?
13. In your country, do you watch a lot of movies? If so, what are your favorites?


